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ABOUT USABOUT US

 

Inspired by the first voice authenticator bot “Vox 
Populi”, we have recreated the authenticator bot 
due to the last team of Vox Populi who had used it 
as a scam. Even though their utility is bullish and 

first of its kind, they have still used a contract that 
mints the buys and sell tax for the investor which let 
to its downfall. We would like to recreate their bot 
and have more advance utility in the future with it.

 
With the AI meta being the mainstream names and 
projects right now, we have decided that the name 
we’re going to name our project is Voice AI portal 
which also connected to the utility that we’re going 

to recreate.
 

The developers have prepared this utility and 
recreation since after the issue of Vox Populi 

developers that’s why the developers wanted to 
adapt in and add more utility with it. We do assure 

that this bot is completely working and be more 
stable than its predecessor. It will surely change the 

authenticators and defiling Crypto X from botting 
channels.

 



OUR MANDATEOUR MANDATE

 

MISSION
To be the most used authenticator bot both in 
Crypto and telegram. Also, be one of the most 

secure and safe bot to be used by users around
telegram itself.

 
VISION

VoiceAI will lead the charge in Defi, blockchain 
technology implementation and advancements to 

innovation in the way businesses access capital. We 
are positioning VoiceAI at the forefront of DeFi, the 
blockchain financial investment world by providing 

a digital space where businesses with the most 
promising projects and startup teams can find 

funding through their development process through 
initial fundraising and beyond. Our goal with this 

transparency is to inspire trust and build a 
reputation of expertise and authority in the 
evolution of DeFi and security authenticator 

technology.
 
 



UTILITYUTILITY

 

Voice AI portal is a voice authenticator bot for 
telegram that will be released this week, it will be 

the recreation of its kind and will be more authentic 
and will avoid bots to attack the telegrams of 

projects because they need to read a line for them 
to join a specific telegram group. 

 
This will assure that no bots can slide into our co- 

devs from different project to be attacked by bots 
and will be more precise when it comes to 

authenticating people who joins group to avoid 
dummy accounts. downside for this project is that, 
some of the investors doesn’t have microphones to 

use for their authentication. 
 

So we strictly advise that the developers who are 
going to use our bot to announce or give a heads 

up to their investors to have a working mic for them 
to authenticate themselves upon join their group. 
Voice AI Protal will be launched in Ethereum and 

we do assure that this project will surely be the talk 
of the town with its incomparable utility that no one 

has ever made ( Vox Populi as an exemption).
 

VoiceAI Portal will be the recreation of Vox Voice 
authenticator bot for telegram and crypto itself 
making the other authenticator a child’s play.



ROADMAPROADMAP
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PHASE 1
Team Building & Branding Design
Website & Mockup Design
Tokenomics Finalization
Community Development
Marketing Kickoff
Support ETH Network
Core Platform Finalization

PHASE 2
VOICE listing on Uniswap
Post launch influencer marketing
Apply for listings (CG, CMC, Crypto.com)
Listed on
CMC, CG and Crypto.com 
Youtube influencers onboard
Beta test for VAI bot

PHASE 3
Big Marketing push
Trending (dextools, CMC,crypto.com) 
Smash through marketcaps goals!
Big Partnerships CEX listing
Expand more partnerships
Discussion with the community and 
future utilities
VOICE Bot official Launch

PHASE 4
NFT Sneak peeks
Advance utility and updates for VAI bot
Will be introduced closer to Q4



DISCLAIMERDISCLAIMER

 

Nothing in the
 Whitepaper or the Website shall be 

deemed to constitute a prospectus of any 
sort or a solicitation for investment, nor 
does it in any way pertain to an offering 

or a solicitation of an offer to buy any 
securities in any jurisdiction

 
. Please do your due diligence before 

investing as cryptocurrency is a highly 
volatile asset.


